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State of the Field



The Re-emergence of China Studies in Vietnam* Mark Sidel



After war, years of hostility and a long period of gradually improving Party and state relations, the study of China has begun to re-emerge in the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Vietnam has had a sinological tradition for hundreds of years, linked to China by history, language, trade, a common border and in a myriad of other ways.' From the mid-1950s until the early 1970s, thousands of Vietnamese students and officials studied in the People's Republic of China. Today the People's Republic remains Vietnam's key strategic threat. But the PRC, Taiwan, Hong Kong and overseas Chinese communities are also among Vietnam's key trade partners and a growing source of investment for its economic reforms. Given this close relationship - including the direct hostility in the late 1970s and early to mid-1980s, one of a series of conflicts going back hundreds of years -it is perhaps paradoxical that the study of China in Vietnam has remained relatively weak. During the war against the French which led to the founding of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam in 1945 and the victory at Dien Bien Phu, Vietnamese sinology was a field largely limited to one or two universities and institutes in Hanoi and some additional capacity in Hue and Saigon, with scholars trained in either the older Vietnamese or French tradition. The thousands of Vietnamese who studied in China in the 1950s and 1960s were trained largely for other fields, although Chinese studies did see some development during the 1949 to 1966 period. The Vietnamese war effort against the United States in the 1960s and early 1970s severely weakened social science capacity in north Vietnam.



*I am grateful to Nguyen Huy Quy, Director of the Institute of Chinese Studies in the National Centre for the Social Sciences and Humanities, Hoang Nhu Ly, Director of the China Department of the Vietnamese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Chu Cong Phung, Director of the China Research Division at the Institute for International Relations, and their colleagues in Hanoi, for discussions throughout 1994; Nguyen Xuan Phong and Tran Bich Van of the Americas Department of the Vietnamese Foreign Ministry for their usual committed co-operation; Nicholas Lardy for sharing notes and impressions of his early 1994 visit to the Institute of Chinese Studies; and Brantly Womack for sharing impressions of the state of Chinese studies in Vietnam. For technical reasons Vietnamese terms in this article do not cany the usual diacritics and accent marks. All translations have been rendered by the author. 1. For the importance Vietnam places on its own sinological tradition, and information on key earlier figures, see Ta Ngoc Lien, "Independent research work conducted by Vietnamese scholars in the past on Chinese culture," in Hoang Viet and Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies (ed.), Nghien Cuu Trung Quoc Hien Dai (Some Problems of the Study of Modern China) (English translation as published) (Hanoi: Social Sciences Publishing House, 1985). The work of Brantly Womack, Robert Ross and others has enriched understanding of Sino-Vietnamese relations. O The China Quarterly, 1995
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The China Quarterly The Chinese Cultural Revolution and the decline in relations between Vietnam and China further contributed to a significant decline in research and analysis of China in Vietnam. To this day, few of the individuals trained in China work on China-related policy research and study, and only a small group work on political and economic relations with China. The departure of significant portions of the Vietnamese Hoa community in the mid and late 1970s and early 1980s, the drying up of Vietnam's opportunities to send students and scholars to China, and long years of slow, deeply cautious rapprochement have also not been conducive to the development of policy research and academic capacity on China in Vietnam. Only since the late 1980s - with the gradual normalization of relations between Vietnam and China, and the increasing importance of the PRC, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Chinese communities in South-East Asia for Vietnam's economic development - has the reinvigoration of Vietnamese research and analytical capacity on China begun. The study of China which is now re-emerging in Vietnam has a strong emphasis on Chinese domestic economic reform, Sino-Vietnamese economic relations, and economic and trade ties of Greater China. The nascent field is also under intense strain. Few resources are available to staff the small centres now in operation, to establish significant scholarly or other contact with the PRC, Hong Kong, Taiwan or overseas Chinese communities, to send younger students and scholars to China or elsewhere for training, to purchase Chinese and other serials and books, or for other exchange activities. Language remains a significant constraint. A rapid increase in economic and political contacts with Taiwan, Hong Kong and Chinese communities throughout South-East Asia have both strained and enhanced Vietnam's (now severely limited) capacity to study and analyse developments in China and these areas. Vietnamese institutions have lost some of the close contact with political and military events in China which were once the stock in trade of their research. Capacity in new areas of importance, such as PRC economic reform, trade and investment, and in matters relating to Hong Kong, Taiwan and the Chinese communities of South-East and East Asia, is even more limited, although the opening of economic and trade offices and other agencies in Taiwan and Hong Kong provides some limited opportunities to strengthen research capacity. Thus the institutions which remain active in analysing developments in the People's Republic and Greater China are now attempting to strengthen and broaden their research, and new research institutions are beginning to emerge as well.



A Framework for Research and Analysis of China in Vietnam Vietnam's long history of conflict with China, and Chinese assistance during the Vietnamese revolution, provide the backdrop to the re-emergence of China studies in Vietnam. Although many more Vietnamese students, scholars and officials studied in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, a significant minority studied in China during the 1950s to 1970s.



Re-emergence of China Studies in Vietnam This group includes individuals who are now senior in the international affairs,* economics,' ideological4 and other research communities. But the interest which they and others maintain in China (though by no means attachment to a pro-China policy) has not been able to substitute for the additional need for direct research and analysis capacity. At first glance, research and analysis of China does not appear fully co-ordinated in Vietnam, despite the historic threats and the emergence of significant economic co-operation. The Central Committee of the Vietnamese Communist Party can call upon research and analysis by groups working under the Party and in the foreign policy and research communities, but there does riot appear to be any formal co-ordinating body. Bilateral relations are handled directly by the Political Bureau and Central Committee of the Vietnamese Communist Party through the Party External Relations Commission, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and other institutions, with research and analysis input from the institutions discussed below. A renewed research community, centred in the new Institute of Chinese Studies in the National Centre for the Social Sciences and Humanities (NCSSH), is attempting to revitalize training and research on China. A deeper look, however, reveals linkages between policy, policy research and academic institutions and specialists which are not easily ascertainable from discussions with discrete (and discreet) institutions. It is clear that senior personnel in the Institute of Chinese Studies in Hanoi, for example, conduct policy research, provide commentary and translate documents for the Party and government. Likewise the China Department in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the China Research Division in the Institute for International Relations are closely linked, and each is connected to a broader network of policy and policy research institutions and officials around Hanoi. A few individuals appear centralS but deeper linkages among institutions are clearly in place for continuing work among China policy and Chinese studies institutions in Hanoi.



2. These include Tran Quang Co, First Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, much of the senior staff of the China Department of the Foreign Ministry and the small China Research Division of the Institute for International Relations, other Foreign Ministry and Institute staff, several senior officials in the External Relations Committee of the Vietnamese Communist Party and the Vietnamese Ministry of Defence and Army, and many middle and lower level officials throughout the bureaucracy. 3. These include Luu Bich Ho, Director of the Institute of Development Strategy under the State Planning Commission, other leading economic research personnel, and several leading officials at the National Economics University (Hanoi). 4. These include Dang Xuan Ky, Director of the Institute of Marxism-Leninism and Ho Chi Minh Thought (and member of the Central Committee of the Vietnamese Communist Party) and Tran Hau, Director of Research at the Institute for Marxism-Leninism. 5. Presently including Nguyen Huy Quy, Director of the Institute of Chinese Studies in the National Center for Social Sciences and Humanities, Hoang Nhu Ly, Director of the China Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Hanoi, Chu Cong Phung, Chief of the China Research Group in the Institute for International Relations in Hanoi, and perhaps several others. The institutions and the roles of these individuals are discussed in more detail below.
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The China Quarterly Institutions for Research and Analysis of China in Vietnam Institutions directly under the Vietnamese Communist Party. The Vietnamese Communist Party appears to rely most directly on its External Relations Commission, the Foreign Ministry, the Institute for International Relations and the new Institute of Chinese Studies in the NCSSH for information and analysis on China.6 Now a relatively small group of approximately 100 officials headed by the powerful Hong Ha, a member of the Political Bureau of the Vietnamese Communist Party, the External Relations Commission (Cong Sun Dang Ban Doi Ngoai) plays a significant role both in co-ordinating Vietnamese foreign policy and in directing the international relationships of the Party itself.' The Commission has a small staff working directly on China, of whom most of the senior personnel studied in China, have worked in the Vietnamese Embassy in Beijing and speak C h i n e ~ e . ~ The Institute of Marxism-Leninism and Ho Chi Minh Thought (Vien Mac-Lenin va Tu Tuong Ho Chi Minh) is the Party's primary research facility. For years it was largely closed to contact with the West, but in 1992 and 1993 it made a determined effort to broaden contacts with Western academics, universities and funding organizations. It is headed by Dang Xuan Ky, a well-known Hanoi academic, a member of the Party Central Committee and the son of the former Party General Secretary Truong C h i t ~ h .From ~ the 1960s to the 1980s the Institute played an important role in Vietnamese Party analyses of China. Incomplete records at the national social science library in the Institute of Social Science Information in Hanoi show it produced an internally-circulated publication on China in the mid-1980s and perhaps beyond. Research and contact have been limited in recent years, although Director Dang Xuan Ky led an Institute delegation to visit several provincial Chinese academies of social science in April 1993, and the Institute is attempting to expand capacity to conduct research and analysis of Chinese ideological, political and economic affairs.'' In recent years the Institute's work on China has focused on political 6. In addition to the groups mentioned below, it is thought that the Party also supports an intelligence division which focuses some of its work on China. Such a grouping would probably be a significant contributor to Party research and analysis. 7. Executive Vice-Chairman Pham Van Chuong, also a member of the Central Committee of the Vietnamese Communist Party and a fluent English speaker who worked closely with American anti-war activists in the 1960s and 1970s, meets some of the few Western visitors to see the Party External Relations Commission. He also speaks some Chinese. Vice-Chairman Nguyen Van Son also takes on some foreign affairs responsibilities with Americans and others from Western countries. 8. Several Commission research staff are expected to conduct research or study advanced Chinese in China during 1995 and 1996 with assistance from the Ford Foundation. 9. Truong Chinh is a pseudonym, meaning "Long March," and Chinh was regarded for most of his career as a "pro-China" member of the Vietnamese Party leadership. But others dispute both the legitimacy of categorizing Vietnamese Party leaders by their so-called "pro-Soviet" or "pro-Chinese" orientation and the explanatory power of those distinctions. A very useful recent discussion of Vietnamese Party politics and structure is Gareth Porter, Vietnam: The Politics of Bureaucratic Socialism (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993). 10. A recent publication from the Institute is Nguyen Dang Thanh, Cai Cach Nong Nghiep va Nong Thon Trung Quoc (Reform in Chinese Agriculture andRuralAreas) (Hanoi: National



Re-emergence of China Studies in Vietnam and ideological matters, but it is planning to expand its research focus to include PRC foreign policy, economic reform, trade and investment and other matters, as well as initiating some work on Hong Kong and Taiwan." The Ho Chi Minh National Political Academy (Hoc Vien Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Ho Chi Minh) (until March 1993 called the Nguyen Ai Quoc Academy after an early pseudonym of Ho Chi Minh) is also attempting to expand its contacts with foreign academic and policy research groups, with some work on China. The Academy is responsible for training cadres at the level of Vice-Minister, Vice-Governor and above and operates three regional branches (in Hanoi, Danang and Ho Chi Minh City) to train lower Party and government officials. It is also responsible for some research including most notably a national research project on political reform and development headed by its President, Party Political Bureau member Nguyen Duc Binh. The Academy has taught senior cadres on matters relating to the Vietnamese position on Chinese political and ideological matters for many years, but, like the Institute of Marxism-Leninism, its contacts with China have been relatively limited.'* Several Academy researchers have recently visited China, and in the autumn of 1994 it hosted a delegation from the Party School under the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party. Contacts are likely to expand in the years ahead. Party and government and related policy research institutions. The Party External Relations Commission, discussed above, is a key participant in the Vietnamese foreign-policy making process and works directly on policy towards and research and analysis of China. The China Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs comprises approximately 15 senior and junior officials headed by Director Hoang Nhu Ly.I3 The China Department, the related China Research Division in the Ministry-affiliated Institute for International Relations and



Political Publishing House, 1994). Nguyen Dang Thanh is a researcher at the Institute of Marxism-Leninism. 1 1 . Institute Deputy Director Vu Huu Ngoan has edited a collection sponsored by the Information Institute within the Institute of Marxism-Leninism entitled Trung Quoc[:] Cai Cach - Mo Cua (China[:]Reform - Opening) (Hanoi: Theoretical Information Press, 1992). Chapters by Institute researchers focus on rural and urban economic reform, foreign trade and investment, and political reform. Deputy Director Ngoan was a member of the Vietnamese delegation to the fourth Vietnamese-American Dialogue held by the Aspen Institute in early 1993 and is the senior official in charge of foreign affairs at the Institute. 12. One publication by the Academy, in a reference materials series intended for cadres and researchers, is Centre for Information and Materials, Nguyen Ai Quoc Academy (ed.), Kinh Nghiem Xay Dung Dac Khu Kinh Te o Trung Quoc (The Experience of Building Special Economic Zones in China) (Hanoi, 1993). Vice President Tran Ngoc Hien, an economist, is the senior official in contact with foreign scholars. 13. Director Hoang Nhu Ly was trained at Beijing University for five years in the early 1960s. returning to Vietnam at the beginning of the Cultural Revolution. He served three terms in the Vietnamese Embassy in Beijing, the last as Minister-Counsellor from 1988 to 1990, and then returned to Hanoi to become Director of the Vietnamese Foreign Ministry's China Department in 199 1 .
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The China Quarterly the Institute of Chinese Studies in the NCSSH are perhaps the strongest single institutions in Vietnam working on research and analysis of the People's Republic, Hong Kong and Taiwan. The China Department has explicit roles both in bilateral relations and in broader research and analysis of China.14 Approximately half the Department's staff are 30 years old or younger. Many of the more senior staff were trained in China, and some younger ones were trained in a two-year postgraduate Chinese-language course at the Institute for International Relations in Hanoi. In 1993-94 several Department staff were at the Beijing Language Institute for language training under a reciprocal arrangement with the Chinese Foreign Ministry, and several others were in Taipei studying at Taipei Normal University. Another young Department-affiliated researcher was in training in the United States,I5 probably the first China Department staffer to be trained outside Greater China, Vietnam, the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.16 Given its role in the foreign policy community, the China Department is strongest in strategic, foreign policy, political and general bilateral matters, and less strong in Chinese economic and social affairs. But it is to the China Department of the Foreign Ministry which many Party and government officials and academics look first for information and analysis of trends in China." The Institute for International Relations is the research and training arm of the Foreign Ministry. It was formed in the mid-1980s through the merger of the College of Foreign Affairs (the former diplomatic training institute) and the research-oriented Institute of International Relations within the Foreign Ministry. Until the late 1980s the Institute trained young diplomats and foreign affairs analysts in a five-year undergraduate programme, and midlevel professionals in retraining programmes of varying lengths. In 1989 the Institute was instructed by the Foreign Ministry to cease the five-year programme while the curriculum was revised and the teaching staff upgraded, while retraining programmes for midlevel officials have continued at a reduced level. A five-year under-



14. That pattern is repeated in many of the regional departments of the Vietnamese Foreign Ministry. Vietnamese social science capacity, including area studies, remains quite weak, and the specialized regional departments of the Foreign Ministry - such as the China Department, or the Americas Department - usually have a broader research and analysis role to serve Party and government leaders, to compensate for the lack of other research and analysis capacity, and to provide information for their own work. 15. Nguyen Trac Ba, in the International Career Associate Programme at the Graduate School of International Relations and Pacific Studies at the University of California at San Diego, supported by the Ford Foundation. 16. Several Department staff are expected to conduct research or study advanced Chinese in China in 1995 and 1996 with assistance from the Ford Foundation. 17. Given the strategic importance of China to Vietnam, the Ministry's small policy planning staff does conduct analysis of Chinese foreign policy and China's regional and global roles. But it does appear to work closely with, and relies upon, the Ministry's China Department in its work relating to China.



Re-emergence of China Studies in Vietnam graduate programme restarted in September 1993, and approximately 100 students are currently enrolled. It includes a two-year component for clerks and other lower-level foreign affairs and business personnel, with the remainder of the annual intake continuing to the five-year degree. The Institute also hosts an international relations training programme, supported by the Ford Foundation, which brings foreign faculty to Hanoi for semester-long training courses in international relations, international political economy, international law and comparative politic^.'^ The Institute has a large teaching and research staff which, to some degree, relies upon the Foreign Ministry for its day-to-day information and research capacity. Intensive efforts are under way to upgrade staff capacities and to enable the Institute to engage in some direct research and analysis. The Institute for International Relations' North-East Asia Research Division has a small China Research Group with about seven members headed by Chu Cong Phung. Dr Phung was trained at Beijing University and has written extensively on China.19 The China Research Group concentrates on Chinese foreign policy, bilateral relations and some domestic studies and work on Taiwan." Two members of staff were abroad in 1994, one serving in the Vietnamese ConsulateGeneral in Guangzhou and the other studying Chinese in Beijing under a reciprocal arrangement with the Chinese g~vernment.~' The Vietnamese Embassy in Beijing was for a long time a training and observation platform for Vietnamese Party and government personnel in Beijing. It was significantly reduced in size during the Cultural Revolution and in the 1970s, but with the gradual normalization of relations in the late 1980s and early 1990s, has been re-expanded and now has 20-30 diplomatic, trade, military and other personnel. The range of staff posted to Beijing does not yet include research postings for staff of the Institute for Chinese Studies, according to Institute 18. The Institute hosts this programme; foreign faculty are selected by the Program for International Studies in Asia of the American Council of Learned Societies. 19. Chu Cong Phung's articles include Phung, "Trung Quoc Sau Dai Hoi 14 -Tang Toc va Suc Can" ("China after [the] 14th Congress - escalation and obstacles"), Nghien Cuu Quan He Quoc Te (International Studies) No. 1 (September 1993), pp. 6 1 0 ; "Tim Hieu Van De Bung No Dan So va Tac Dong Xa Hoi Cua No" ("Understanding the population explosion [in China] and its social effects"), in Centre for Chinese Studies (ed.), Nghien Cuu Trung Quoc: Mot So Van De Kinh Te-Van Hoa (Research on China: Some Economic and Cultural Issues) (Hanoi: National Political Press, 1994). pp. 29-34; "Trung Quoc Nam 1993: Mot So Thanh Tuu va Van De" ("China in 1993: achievements and problems"), Nghien Cuu Quan He Quoc Te, No. 3 (March 1994) pp. 27-31 and numerous other work for publicly circulated and internal publications. He is probably the most frequently published Vietnamese research analyst of China. 20. In addition to Chu Cong Phung's extensive work, another example of published work by a member of the Institute's China Research Group staff is Huong Ly, "Cac Khu Che Xuat cua Dai Loan" ("Export processing zones on Taiwan"), Nghien Cuu Quan He Quoc Te, No. 3 (March 1994), pp. 42-47. 21. The Director-General of the Institute is Assistant Foreign Minister Dao Huy Ngoc. Several China Research Group and other Institute staff are expected to conduct research or study advanced Chinese in China in 1995 and 1996 with assistance from the Ford Foundation.
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The China Quarterly Director Nguyen Huy Quy, and there are no present prospects for such postings. The China Research Division of the Institute for International Relations is in close contact with the Beijing embassy. As political relations gradually warmed and trade and economic relations increased sharply, Vietnam and China agreed to exchange consulates in Ho Chi Minh City and Guangzhou in 1993. About eight Vietqamese personnel serve in Guangzhou, with the former Director of the China Research Group in the Institute for International Relations serving as Consul General. An "economic and cultural office" is posted to Taipei, with a small Vietnamese staff, and Foreign Ministry, Ministry of Trade and other personnel staff trade and visa offices in Hong Kong. Vietnam Airlines, the Vietnam News Agency and numerous Vietnamese import-export corporations, state-owned companies and private ventures are also active in the PRC, Hong Kong and Taiwan. The Ministries of Interior and Trade, as well as such Ministry-level institutions as the State Border Committee, Chamber of Commerce and Industry, State Committee for Co-operation and Investment, Customs and other agencies have small staffs or divisions worlung on directly relevant matters relating to the PRC, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Chinese communities abroad.22The Committee for Overseas Vietnamese Affairs (Uy Ban Viet Kieu) also has an interest in overseas Chinese communities and their links to the Vietnamese Hoa community. Although formally a legislative rather than a government institution, the National Assembly has had delegation contact with China and National Assembly staff have edited a book on T a i ~ a n . ~ " Extensive research capability on China is available within research divisions of the Ministry of National Defence (Bo Quoc Phong) in Hanoi. There is reportedly a small China research group within the Institute for Strategic Studies (Vien Chien Luoc), the military's primary research facility. The Higher Military Academy (Hoc Vien Quan Su Cao Cap) reportedly includes in its curriculum training in Chinese strategy and tactics, and certainly includes training based on the brief border war between China and Vietnam in 1979. A defence foreign language training school under the Ministry of Defence reportedly still provides some Chinese language training.24



22. An example of work by the Vietnamese Ministry of Trade is Trade Information Centre, Ministry of Trade (trans.), Luat Thuong Mai Trung Quoc (Chinese Foreign Trade Law) (Hanoi, 1993, internal circulation). 23. Gao Xiguan, Li Thang (chief eds., names retranslated from Vietnamese), Mai Quoc Lien, Hoang Tuyet Nga, Boi Dung, Khong Duc, Tang Hy, Vu Van Kinh (trans.), Eon Muoi Nam Kinh Nghiem Dai Loan (Forty Years of Experience on Taiwan) (Hanoi: National Assembly, 1992). The volume reprints in Vietnamese translated essays by Taiwan policy makers and policy research personnel on economic reform, property and land, finance and trade, human resources, trade and technology transfer, export zones and other subjects. 24. Discussions in Hanoi with Ministry of Defence and Foreign Ministry officials, November 1993 to February 1994.



Re-emergence of China Studies in Vietnam



The academic and policy research community. The Institute of Chinese Studies in the National Centre for the Social Sciences and Humanitiesz5 in Hanoi was formed in late 1993 on the foundation of the China studies centre which operated for many years within the National Centre's Institute of Asian and Pacific S t u d i e ~The . ~ ~Institute of Chinese Studies (and its predecessor group) is the primary centre for research on China in Vietnam." The Institute of Chinese Studies employs about 25 researchers working on Chinese politics, economics, foreign policy, military affairs, social policy and other fields and on Taiwan, Hong Kong and the overseas Chinese communities. It is divided into six sections28: Chinese history and culture; Chinese politics, economics and society; Chinese foreign policy and Vietnam-China relations; research on Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao; information, materials and library; and administration, organization and external relations.29 It is headed by Nguyen Huy Quy, a historian and fluent speaker of Mandarin who was trained in the late 1950s and early 1960s at Beijing University and also serves as Professor of History at Hanoi University. Professor Quy has written a key programmatic statement on the development of Chinese studies in Vietnam,30and



25. The formal name in Vietnamese for the Institute is Trung Tam Nghien Cuu Trung Quoc, which more accurately translates as "Centre for Chinese Studies." In deference to the term used by Vietnamese colleagues in their publications, correspondence and cards, and preferred by them, the term "Institute of Chinese Studies" is used throughout. In Vietnamese academic structures, an institute (vien) is the core unit of academic research and specialized centres (trung tam) often develop into vien. (This is not the case at the national, multi-disciplinary level, where the standard structure is a "national centre" (trung ram quoc gia), typified by the National Centre for Social Sciences and Humanities, and the National Sciences Centre.) The Chinese translation used by the Institute is "Zhongguo yanjiusuo." 26. The Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies under the NCSSH was for many years the research home for work on Japan, China, the United States, the Soviet Union (and then the former Soviet Union and republics) and other countries. In late 1993 the Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies was divided into four research centres on China, Japan, the United States and Russia and FSU studies. Decision No. 466 of the Prime Minister establishing the Institute of Chinese Studies and the other regional institutes was promulgated on 13 September 1993. 27. Going somewhat further, a senior Vietnamese Foreign Ministry official identified the Institute in February 1994 as "the only one" conducting research on China in Vietnam. Personal communication, Government Guest House, Hanoi, 28 February 1994. 28. Decision No. 320lKHXH-TC of 9 December 1993 of the President of the National Center for the Social Sciences and Humanities on the Functions, Tasks and Organizational Structure of the Institute of Chinese Studies, in Centre for Chinese Studies (ed.), Nghien Cuu Trung Quoc: Mot So Van De Kinh Te-Van Hoa (Research on China: Some Economic and Cultural Issues) (Hanoi: National Political Publishing House, 1994), back page. 29. Key researchers include Minh Hang, a specialist in Chinese economic reform and politics, Do Tien Sam, a specialist in economic reform, Tran Van Do, a specialist in the history of Vietnam-China relations, and Le Van Sang, a specialist in Chinese literature. These and other Institute research staff are expected to conduct research in China in 1995 and 1996 with assistance from the Ford Foundation. 30. See Nguyen Huy Quy, "Vi Mot Nen Trung Quoc Hoc Viet Nam" ("Towards a Vietnamese sinology"), in Centre for Chinese Studies (ed.), Nghien Cuu Trung Quoc: Mot So Van De Kinh Te-Van Hoa, pp. 5-9. Portions of this essay appear below in translation.
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The China Quarterly other works on China.31He is an important translator of Chinese political documents into V i e t n a m e ~ e . ~ ~ The earlier Chinese studies centre in the former Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies conducted research on China beginning in the 1970s. Publications appearing in the late 1970s and early 1980s from this and other groups focused on attacks on China. These were sometimes accompanied by attacks on Chinese economic reforms as departures from socialist doctrine, indicating some link to Vietnamese policy debates.33 The early and mid-1980s featured a slow turn away from stridency towards more research-oriented efforts. Volumes published in the early and mid-1980s focused on Chinese politics and ideological affairs and on approaches to the study of modem China derived from Soviet and Chinese models. The policy implications of this new literature were also relatively clear: there was a slow but steady progression from attacking Chinese reforms to fairly dispassionate, descriptive research on the 31. Professor Quy is listed as a significant contributor to a 1991 Vietnamese volume on Chinese culture: Le Giang (ed.), Mot So Net ve Van Hoa Trung Quoc (Some Topics in Chinese Culture) (Hanoi: Truth Publishing House, 1991); and is the author of a volume on Sun Zi and other elements of ancient Chinese military strategy published by the People's Army Publishing House in Hanoi in 1993. He has also written volumes on Soviet history and diplomatic history. 32. Professor Quy appears to be a primary translator of Chinese political documents for distribution to Party leaders and members, cadres, academics and others in Vietnam. The volumes for which he has served as lead translator include a 1992 edition of key Chinese Party documents. Nguyen Huy Quy (trans.), Giang Trach Dan [Jiang Zemin], Ly Bang [Li Peng], Chu Nghia Xa Hoi Mang Mau Sac Trung Quoc (Socialism with Chinese Characteristics) (Hanoi: Truth Publishing House, 1992). In 1993, during the run-up to an important mid-term conference of the Vietnamese Communist Party, Professor Quy served as lead translator for Ban ve Van De Chong Dien Bien Hoa Binh ( A Text on the Problem of Resisting Peaceful Evolution) (Hanoi: National Political Publishing House, 1993). a translation of a volume issued by the China People's Public Security Press in 1991. This was later reported by the Far Eastern Economic Review to have been circulated to Party cadres as study material in advance of the January 1994 mid-term Party conference. It was reprinted in Hanoi in early 1994, and at that time was relabelled "for internal circulation" (luu hanh noi bo). Professor Quy also appears to have access to reporting and information on China that some of his Vietnamese colleagues do not have. 33. Despite their overwhelmingly political content, these texts are of real interest to scholars. Vietnam Courier (ed.), The Hoa in Vietnam (Dossiers I and 11) (1978) (in English); Ministry of Foreign Affairs (ed.), Su That ve Quan He Viet Nam - Trung Quoc trong 30 Nam Qua (The Truth on Vietnam-China Relations Over the Past 30 Years) (Hanoi: Truth Publishing House, 1979); Hoang Le and Khong Doan Hoi, That Bai Tham Hai cua Quan Trung QuocXam Luoc (The Humiliating Defeat of Chinese Military Aggression (Hanoi: Truth Publishing House, 1979); Toi Ac Chien Tranh cua Bon Banh Truong Trung Quoc Doi Voi VietNam (The War Crimes of the Chinese Expansionist Gang Against Vietnam)(Hanoi: Truth Publishing House, 1980); Nguyen Anh Dung, Ve Chu Nghia Bang Truong Dai Hun trong Lich Su (Great Hun Expansionism in History) (Hanoi: Theoretical Information Publishing House, 1982); Nhung Trang Tieu Su Chinh Tri cua Mao Trach Dong (Some Pages of a Political Biography of Mao Zedong) (translated from Russian volume by Vladimirov and Ryazansev, Truth Publishing House, 1983); Hong Nam and Hong Linh (eds.), Nhung Trang Su Ve Vang cua Dan Toc Viet Nam Chong Phong Kien Trung Quoc Xam Luoc (Some Glorious Pages of History of the Vietnamese People in Resistance to Feudal Chinese Aggression (Hanoi: Social Sciences Publishing House, 1984); Institute of Marxism-Leninism (ed.), Mot So Dac Diem cua Chu Nghia Banh Truong Trung Quoc Chong Vier Nam -Lao - Cam Pu Chia (Some Characteristics of Chinese Expansionism Against Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia) (Hanoi: Theoretical Information Publishing House, 1984).



Re-emergence of China Studies in Vietnam Chinese reform process." In the late 1980s and early 1990s the researchoriented focus broadened to include more work on Chinese economic reform," PRC, Hong Kong and Taiwan foreign economic relations and analysis of events and trends in Taiwan, Hong Kong and the Chinese communities of South-East Asia,36elements of Sino-Vietnamese political relations," Chinese culture,38and Chinese law.39The political, or at least more hostile, aspect was considerably de-emphasized, remaining only in a narrow focus on Chinese actions and policy in the South China Sea and Vietnamese perceptions of China's aspirations for regional primacy. In discussions in early 1994 with several American visitors, Institute Director Huy and his colleagues emphasized research on Chinese economic reform, Sino-Vietnamese economic, trade and investment relations, and



34. Chu Nghia Mao Khong Co Mao (Maoism without Mao) (Hanoi: Theoretical Information Publishing House, 1982); Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies (ed.), Hoi Thao ve Phuong Phap Nghien Cuu Trong Quoc Hoc ( A Discussion on Methods in Sinology) (1983); Van Trong (ed.), Trung Quoc Tu Mao Den Dang (Chinafrom Mao to Deng) (1984);Hoang Viet and Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies (ed.), Nghien Cuu Trung Quoc Hien Dai (Some Problems of the Study of Modern China) (English translation as published) (1985). 35. Institute of Social Science Information, Vietnam Social Sciences Committee (ed.), Quan Ly Kinh Te o Trung Quoc Hien Naj (Tap 1 Tim Hieu Kinh Nghiem Quan Ly Kinh Te o Trung Quoc) (Economic Management in China Today (Vol. 1 Understanding the Experience of Economic Management in China)) (Hanoi, 1988); Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies (ed.), Suu Tap Trung Quoc Cai Cach Va Phat Trien (Collection on Chinese Reform and Development) ( 2 vols., 1989); Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies (ed.), Tham Khao Ve Kinh Te Trung Quoc (Consultations on the Chinese Economy) (1990);Nhung Van De Ly Luan Cua Cuoc Cai Cach Kinh Te o Trung Quoc (Theoretical Problems of the Economic Reform Process in China) (Hanoi: Truth Publishing House, 1991) (originally published by the Institute of Social Sciences Information under the Soviet Academy of Sciences, 1988); Thanh Pho Mo Cua (LJ Luan va Thuc Tien Cai Cach The Che Kinh Te o Trung Quoc). (Open Cities[:] Theory and Practice of the Reform of the Economic System in China (Hanoi: Truth Publishing House, 1991); Nguyen Duc Su (ed.), Trung Quoc Tren Duong Cai Cach (China on the Road of Reform) (1991). The China on the Road of Reform volume (1991) was perhaps the most significant of these works. It included essays on the political and economic bases for reform by Nguyen Duc Su, leader of the earlier Chinese studies group in the Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies, on economic reform by Nguyen Minh Hang, political reform by Tran Le Sang (both of the Chinese studies group), and development policy and political security by Van Trong, then Director of the Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies and a senior specialist on Chinese affairs. 36. Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies (ed.), Nhung Nen Kinh Te "Than Ky" Chau A (The Economic "Miracles" of Asia) ( 2 vols., 1990); Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies (ed.), Dai Loan - Cai Gia Cua Thanh Cong (Taiwan - The Price of Success) (1991). A research fellow at the Institute for International Affairs in Taipei visited the Institute for International Relations in Hanoi in October 1993 and his views were later published as Tran Hong Du [Chinese name translated], "The political-economic base for the economic development of Taiwan," Nghien Cuu Quan He Quoc Te, No. 2 (December 1993), pp. 4 2 4 7 . 37. An example is Nhung Quy Dinh ve Bao Ve An Ninh, Trat Tu Tren Vung Bien Gioi Viet Nam-Trung Quoc (Regulations on Protecting Security and Order on the Vietnam-China Land Border) (Hanoi: People's Public Security Publishing House, 1992). 38. Two examples of work on Chinese culture are Le Giang, Mot So Net ve Van Hoa Trung Quoc (Some Topics in Chinese Culture) (Hanoi: Truth Publishing House, 1991), and Do Dinh Hang, Nhung Nen Van Minh Ruc Ro Co Xua (ShiningAncient Civilizations [series]: Chinese Civilization) (Hanoi: People's Army Publishing House, 1994). 39. Phung Thi Hue (trans.), Bo Luat Hinh Su cua Nuoc Cong Hoa Nhan Dan Trung Hoa (The Criminal Law of the People's Republic of China) (Hanoi: National Political Publishing House, 1994);Phung Thi Hue (trans.), Bo Luat To Tung Hinh Su cua Nuoc Cong Hoa Nhan Dan Trung Hoa (The Criminal Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China) (Hanoi: National Political Publishing House, 1994). A recent Ministry of Justice publication is



The China Quarterly continental shelf and law of the sea issues as research and academic exchange p r i ~ r i t i e s . ~ ~ The initial volume of an annual review of China studies in Vietnam, issued in 1993 for the year 1992, also illustrated the wide scope of the Institute of Chinese Studies and confirmed the significantly deemphasized political atmosphere surrounding its work.4' While the Institute has never challenged Party and government views on China, this volume and later efforts indicate that politics need not infuse every article on every China-related subject, a significant difference from the late 1970s and early 1980s. A second volume was issued later in 1993, focusing on economic reform and readj~stment.~' A third volume, issued in early 1994 shortly after the formal establishment of the Institute of Chinese Studies, focused on rural economic reform, agriculture, and ~ u l t u r e . ~ " The Centre has some academic contacts with Taiwan; Director Nguyen Huy Quy has visited Taiwan on several occasions, once with the Director-General of the Institute for International Relations for a seminar
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Institute of Legal Research, Ministry of Justice (ed.), He Thong cac Co Quan Tu Phap cua Trung Quoc (China's System of Legal and Judicial Institutions) (1992). 40. I am grateful to Professor Nicholas Lardy for sharing his notes and impressions of his discussion with Institute staff. 41. Nguyen Duc Su (ed.), Nghien Cuu Trung Quoc 1992 (Studies ofChina, 1992) (Hanoi: Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies, National Centre for the Social Sciences, 1992). Chapters include Nguyen Duc Su, "A preliminary investigation of 'socialism with Chinese characteristics' "; Ho Viet Hanh, "The Chinese 'primary stage of socialism' "; Dao Duy Dat, "The Military Obligation Law of the People's Republic of China"; Dinh Cong Tuan, "Issues in theory and implementation of the various forms of foreign-related economic activities in China"; Hoang Hai, "The attraction of foreign investment capital to China"; Nguyen Dang Lan Anh, "Sino-Japanese economic relations and trade in the 1980s and prospects"; Nguyen Cong Thanh, "New aspects of Indian-Chinese relations"; Tran Do, "Research on Vietnam in China, 1978-1990"; Vu Phuong, "The Hoa people of Vietnam and the 191 1 Revolution"; Nhat Anh, "The influence of the 191 1 Revolution on the Vietnamese Revolution"; Nguyen Ba Phai, "The premises of the Taiwanese economic take-off'; Tran Le Sang, "A visit to the native region of the great Chinese writer Lu Xun"; Thai Phuong, "The first drama case to go to court in China"; Hai Phung, "The struggle over the 'flexible frontier'." 42. Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies (ed.), Su Dieu Chinh Chinh Such cua Cac Nuoc Khu Vuc Chau A va Thai Binh Duong Trong Thoi Gian Gun Day (The Readjustment Policies of Nations in the Asian and Pacijic Region in Recent Times) (Hanoi: Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies, 1993). Chapters include Tran Le Sang, "Development and readjustment in China"; Nguyen Minh Hang, "The Chinese economy in the 1990s: new adjustments"; Ding Cong Tuan, "A question for our era - the welfare of nationalities and adjustment policies in the PRC in the past few years"; Nguyen Huy Quy, "Domestic and external adjustment policies in China"; Nguyen Duc Su, "Adjustments in Chinese external policies after the collapse of the Soviet Union"; The Tang, "Adjustments in the policy of opening of the PRC"; Tran Thi Minh, "The new views in the training of talent in China"; Do Tien Sam, "Some important adjustments in the PRC policies toward overseas Chinese and Chinese outside the country"; Nguyen Ba Phai, "The readjustment of economic policy"; Phung Thi Hue, "Economic relations between Taiwan and the Chinese mainland - the adjustment process and prospects"; as well as essays on the region, ASEAN, U.S. international economic policy, Soviet economic policy toward the region, and on Japan, Indonesia, Thailand, Australia and Mongolia. 43. Institute of Chinese Studies (ed.), Nghien Cuu Trung Quoc: Mot So Van De Kinh Te-Van Hoa (Research on China: Some Economic and Cultural Issues) (Hanoi: National Political Press, 1994). Chapters include Nguyen Huy Quy, "Towards a Vietnamese sinology";



Re-emergence of China Studies in Vietnam on divided states and their reintegration. Several researchers have made short visits to Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong and Guangxi, but none has had the opportunity to spend long periods in China in recent years. Until early 1994 Professor Quy, whose Chinese remains fluent and interest and work on China continues unabated, had not had an opportunity to revisit China since he graduated from Beijing University in 1961 and returned to Vietnam. No Institute researchers are presently studying in the PRC, Hong Kong or Taiwan. Numerous other institutes of the NCSSH have small groups or individual researchers working on the PRC, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Macao or overseas ~ h i n e s ecommunities. The former director of the Chinese studies group in the earlier Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies, Nguyen Duc Su, now writes on China from the Institute of Religion.@ A small number of staff in the Institute of World Economics and Institute of Economics work on China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and the economic relations of the Chinese communities of South-East Asia.45 Another group of researchers at the relatively large Institute of South-East Asian Studies and other institutions, including the State Committee for Co-operation and Investment, conduct research on Chinese communities in South-East Asia and the growing economic relationship between
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Tran Le Sang, "Understanding Chinese culture in the present era"; Phuong Luu, "The concept of 'Dao' in Chinese historical thought"; Hoang Giap, "The five sacred mountains - five points of light of Chinese culture"; Nguyen Minh Hang, "The problem of economic overheating in China"; Chu Cong Phung, "Understanding the population explosion [in China] and its social effects"; Vu Phuong, "China's policies for the training of minority nationality cadres"; Nguyen Van Hong, "Chinese research on South-East Asia - organization, training and research"; Nguyen Duc Su, "Problems in the Chinese countryside today"; Thai Phuong, "Trying to understand Chinese rural construction during the planning era"; Hong Lien, "Science and technology in the process of agricultural modernization in the People's Republic of China"; Nguyen Phu Thai, "The responsibility system in agricultural production in China: some issues posed"; Do Tien Sam, "Rural enterprises and their effects on the development of Chinese agriculture"; Nguyen Kim Bao, "Sources of investment capital in Chinese agriculture"; Do Ngoc Toan, "Understanding the two-tiered business structure of Chinese agriculture"; Nguyen The Tang, "China's opening of trade in agricultural products with the ASEAN nations"; Tran Thi Minh, "China's implementation of educational reform in the countryside"; Hoai Nam, "Understanding village governance in the Chinese countryside today ." 44. See Nguyen Duc Su, "Problems in the Chinese countryside today." For many years the leader of the China studies group in the former Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies, Su is now aprofessor in the NCSSH Institute of Religion (Vien Nghien Cuu Ton Giao). Professor Su appears to be a key figure in the development of Chinese studies in Vietnam. 45. Work in the Institute of World Economics is led by Deputy Director Tran Le Sang. For an example of his work, see Tran Le Sang, "Development and readjustment in China," in Institute of Asian and Pacific Studies (ed.), Su Dieu Chinh Chinh Sach cua Cac Nuoc Khu Vuc ChauA va Thai Binh Duong Trong Thoi Gian Gan Day, pp. 6 3 4 6 .Other work in the Institute of World Economics includes Nguyen Phu Trai, "The process of reviving the state enterprise sector on China," in Do Duc Dinh (ed.), Khu Vuc Quoc Doanh o Cac Nuoc Dang Phat Trien Chau A (The State Enterprise Sector in the Developing Countries of Asia) (Hanoi: Social Sciences Publishing House, 1990).
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The China Quarterly those communities and Vietnam, China, Hong Kong and Taiwan.46 Individual researchers are active in the Institute for Japanese S t ~ d i e s , ~ ' the Institute of Han-Nom S t ~ d i e s , ~and ' other NCSSH research centres. Hanoi University has traditionally been a centre of Vietnamese sinology. But retirements, less opportunity for research on and in China, and (until recently) reduced intake of Chinese language students have dirninished the role of this once key intellectual centre. The Asian studies branch (Dong phuong hoc) is now the centre for work on China at the university, and that work appears to focus on Chinese language training rather than research.49 Even the new Institute of Chinese Studies acknowledges the "need to speed up and raise the quality of training in such related branches at the Chinese Department of the Foreign Languages College, and the Asian studies branch at the National University."'' As noted above, the Hanoi Foreign Languages College also has a Chinese language department. It has functioned for several decades but, like the Chinese language faculty at Hanoi University, entered a decline in the 1970s. Only now, as trade and investment with the communities of greater China increases, are Chinese language teaching activities in the Foreign Languages College beginning to be re~italized.~' Hanoi University for Teachers of Foreign Languages has a good Chinese language training programme. Several of the new young research staff in the China Research Division of the Institute for International Relations are graduates of this programme, and speak fluent Chinese. The small China studies group at the Hanoi Teachers Training



46. An example of this work in book form and in English is Tran Khanh, The Ethnic Chinese and Economic Development in Vietnam (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1993). 47. See e.g. Tran Thi Minh, "China's implementation of educational reform in the countryside." 48. See e.g. Hoang Giap, "The five sacred mountains." 49. But an example of research is Nguyen Van Hong, "Chinese Research on South-East Asia." Hong is identified as an Associate Professor at Hanoi University. The institutional home for work on China at Hanoi University is also sometimes referred to as the Asian and Pacific Research Center (Trung Tam Nghien Cuu Thai-A), or the Chinese language division of the Foreign Languages Department. 50. Nguyen Huy Quy, "Toward a Vietnamese sinology," p. 9. National University is another term for Hanoi University, recognizing the current merger of several universities in the Hanoi area to form a larger comprehensive institution. Hanoi University has a significant tradition in Chinese language studies and research in Vietnam. The present director of the Chinese language division, Nguyen Van Dong, is engaged with American James Carlson in a translation of a Chinese volume on the origins of the Chinese language, with annotations on the relationship of Chinese to Vietnamese. Scholars at the University contributed to a primary Chinese-Vietnamese dictionary now in use in Vietnam. Le Van Quan (chief ed.), Tu Dien Hun Viet Hien Dai (Modem Chinese-Vietnamese Dictionary) (Hanoi: University and Vocational Educational Press, 1992). Kim Hong Giao, an editor of the 1992 dictionary, edited an earlier volume, Tu Dien Hun Viet (Chinese-Vietnamese Dictionary) (Beijing, 1957). 51. Young people in Vietnam remain ambivalent about China studies, according to Nguyen Huy Quy of the Institute of Chinese Studies, prefening to work on (and have the possibility of travel to) the United States and Western Europe. A telling recognition of that ambivalence was an earlier decision by the Foreign Languages College to term its Chinese language department the "Chinese and English Department" (Khoa Trung Anh).



Re-emergence of China Studies in Vietnam University includes Phuong Luu, a senior specialist in Chinese culture and hist01-y.~' A small group works on China at the Ho Chi Minh City Institute of Social Sciences and at Ho Chi Minh City University. The group at Ho Chi Minh City University includes Vo Mai Bach Tuyet, a graduate of Beijing University who is a specialist in modern Chinese history. A young teacher at the university was recently awarded a HarvardYenching fellowship to study Chinese literature at Harvard University, where he is worlung with Hue-Tam Ho Tai and others. Others work on China at the Ho Chi Minh City Institute for Economic Research and the Ho Chi Minh City Open University. In 1991 the Ho Chi Minh City People's Committee Office for Social Sciences translated and published a Chinese review volume on ten years of reform in the social sciences.53 The Hoa and other Ho Chi Minh City business groups are now very active in trade and investment transactions with Taiwan, Hong Kong, the PRC and Chinese business communities in South-East Asia, and significant contact comes through those channels. Several research groups within the State Planning Committee (Uy Ban Nha Nuoc Ke Hoach) have interest and conduct research in Chinese economic reform issues. One such group is the Institute of Long-term and Regional Planning (Development Strategy Institute), headed by the fluent Chinese speaker Luu Bich Ho, who studied at People's University in Beijing in the 1960s. Another is the Central Institute of Economic Management, recently brought within the State Planning Commission and headed by senior economic reformer Le Dang Doanh. A third is the Institute for Economic Forecasting and S t r a t e g ~The . ~ ~National Economics University, Vietnam's premier economics training facility, is separate from but closely connected to the State Planning Committee. It has on its staff several teaching and research personnel who were trained in China and are significantly interested in the Chinese experience of economics cumculum reform and economic reform.55



52. Professor Luu holds the titles giao su (professor) and tien si (doctor of science), both quite senior positions in the Vietnamese social science world. His writings include "The concept of 'Dao' in Chinese historical thought." 53. Ho Chi Minh City People's Committee Office for Social Sciences (ed. and trans.), Quan Diem LJ Luan Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi Trung Quoc 10 Nam Cai Cach va Mo Cua (Theoretical Viewpoints on the Social Sciences in China[:] Ten Years of Reform and Opening (Hanoi: Theoretical Information Press, 1991). 54. Following a January 1992 State Planning Committee visit to China led by Professor Dinh Hoai, Director of the Committee's General Planning Department, the Institute published a translation of a Chinese volume on the "spark programme." Vu Hai Quang, Nguyen Gia Thang (trans.), Gioi Thieu Ket Qua Ke Hoach Dom Lua cua Trung Quoc (Introduction to the Results of the Chinese Spark Programme) (Hanoi: Institute of Economic Forecasting and Strategy, State Planning Committee, 1992). Other articles and internal reports have resulted from State Planning Committee visits to China. 55. Professor Luu Bich Ho and Vice-Rector Luong Xuan Quy of the National Economics University led a Vietnamese study team to China to explore econornics training, research and cumcular development in May 1994 with the assistance of the Ford Foundation.
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China Studies in Vietnam: Preliminary Analysis, and Challenges Facing the Field The twisting contours of Vietnam-China relations have long affected the development of Chinese studies in Vietnam. Since the 1930s (in the case of the Chinese and Indo-Chinese Communist Parties), and the 1940s (for the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and the PRC), Vietnamese relations with China have fluctuated between cordially fraternal relations, cautious co-operation, and outright hostility. Different attitudes are certainly still perceptible in Hanoi. A leading specialist on Vietnam, David Marr, has written that one school of thought in Hanoi "gives precedence to the benefits that would accrue to both Communist parties by presenting a united front to the outside world, in particular the United States.. .."56Another perspective "views Beijing as essentially expansionist, or at least containing important elements within its leadership eager to demonstrate China's regional prima~y."~'For now the common element in these views, Marr and others agree, emphasizes avoidance of conflict and cultivation of economic relationships with Hong Kong, Taiwan, the PRC and overseas Chinese communities to support the domestic reform effort. "Unlike the period from 1978 to the late 1980s, when anti-Chinese hyperbole was rife," Marr writes, the Vietnamese leadership presently "agrees that it is dangerous for Vietnam to be enemies with China, so that the art is to find a position somewhere between confrontation and satellite status."58 Precisely how the changing contours of Vietnam-China relations affect researchers working in Chinese studies in Vietnam cannot presently be fully understood. But years of hostility, and the present careful attempts to come to a careful modus vivendi with China cannot but have affected the ability and the willingness of researchers to express their views on China. But much current Vietnamese writing on China - focusing here on the volumes published by the Institute of Chinese Studies, articles in the journal Intenzational Relations and other quite public expressions demonstrates little direct hostility toward China other than continuing criticism of China's regional aspirations and its actions and policy in the South China Sea. The overwhelming emphasis is on relatively dispassionate description and analysis of economic, social and political change in China. The underlying, sometimes expressed, concern is that the rapidity of developments in Vietnam's closest and most important neighbour outstrips Vietnam's abilities to chronicle and analyse that change. 56. David Man, Vietnam Strives to Catch U p (New York: The Asia Society, 1995) 57. Ibid. 58. Ibid. Another view, from Hanoi, somewhat de-emphasizes the differences between these schools of thought but stresses varying degrees of "optimism" or "pessimism" among Vietnamese officials and scholars for development of relations with China. In this analysis a larger group, including at least some Foreign Ministry officials and some scholars, is less optimistic than others that relations with Chinacan be effectively improved over the long term. The group described as less optimistic is also characterized as concerned for what are seen as the rapid, sometimes unpredictable shifts in Chinese statements and actions towards Vietnam, and less confident of the predictability of Chinese policy.



Re-emergence of China Studies in Vietnam In this sense Vietnamese scholarship on China reflects the shift towards a much more pragmatic vision of relations between the two countries. Vietnam must find a way between permanent hostility and being dorninated, which requires careful, persistent, active policy research and action. That approach may come closest to describing the role and present tasks of Vietnam's small but active China studies community. Latent hostility toward China's centuries of domination of Vietnam is never far from the surface in policy discussions, but there seem to be careful attempts to prevent such hostility from diminishing the quality and utility of the research. At the same time, examples from China and Chinese policy have been utilized - and Vietnamese China scholars asked to assist - in warning against rapid political reform in Vietnam. Over the past few years, for example, certain sectors of the Vietnamese Communist Party and military have chosen to use Chinese critiques of "peaceful evolution" to warn against relaxation in political and, to some degree, cultural spheres. It is strihng how much of the Vietnamese content of "peaceful evolution" critiques comes directly from Chinese texts - a phenomenon which has led to criticism in Vietnam of overreliance on conservative Chinese work, and to Vietnamese intellectuals having long-term confidence that the China-dependent nature of the Vietnamese "peaceful evolution" critiques may blunt their long-term f ~ r c e . ~ ' It would be difficult enough to develop a vibrant, creative Chinese studies discipline in a small nation on the border periphery of China under conditions of outright hostility (as existed between Vietnam and China until recently), or under the present attempt "to find a position somewhere between confrontation and object satellite status."60 But these difficulties are exacerbated by the weaknesses of the social sciences in Vietnam today. A key problem in the re-establishment of a critical and analytical field of sinology in Vietnam is the weakness of social science training and activity. Years of social science under socialism, further influenced by Confucianism and the political and research necessities of war, have resulted in a sector only now beginning to emerge into some form of intellectual creativity. The 1990s are the first time since 1954 that Vietnam has had a chance to develop even the beginnings of a critical and analytical social science sector, and the formalism, fear and immediate policy-oriented nature of socialist wartime social science are difficult 59. Vietnamese translations of Chinese criticisms of "peaceful evolution" include Ban ve Van De Chong Dien Bien Hoa Binh ( A Text on the Problem ofResisting Peaceful Evolution). Other such translations include General Department 11, Ministry of Defence (trans.), Hay Canh Giac Cuoc Chien Tranh The Gioi Khong Co Khoi Sung (Be Vigilant for World Wars without Gunsmoke: Research on the Question of Opposing "Peaceful Evolution ") (Hanoi: National Political Publishing House, 1994). This volume was originally published in Chinese by the [Thien Tan] Social Sciences Publishing House in 1991. Another is General Department 11, Ministry of Defence (trans.), Cuoc Do Suc Giua Hai Che Do Xa Hoi (The Struggle for Power between Two Social Systems) (Hanoi: National Political Publishing House, 1994). This volume was originally published in Chinese by the Hunan People's Publishing House in 1991. 60. Marr, Vietnam Strives to Catch Up.
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The China Quarterly traditions from which to depart. This is especially true in conditions of slow political reform.61 In addition to this overarching problem, Chinese studies in Vietnam face a host of immediate issues which have been identified more directly by Vietnamese scholars than the problem of strengthening a critical and analytical social science capacity. In a stinging critique published in early 1994, the Director of the Institute of Chinese Studies in the NCSSH outlined some of the difficult historical legacies and more immediate problems facing Vietnamese sinology. "The ranks of personnel engaged in research on China ... have been small and dispersed," he began, and then continued in quite direct language: Those who can be termed "China studies specialists" or "China scholars" can be counted on one's fingers. For numerous reasons, many cadres trained in China studies have transferred to research in other fields. For many years the teaching of Chinese in the [Hanoi] Foreign Languages College has stagnated. Very few undergraduate and Candidate ~ o c t o r ~theses ' are produced on Chinese subjects. Many cadres with responsibility for specialized research on China have been dispersed in institutions responsible for ordinary matters and only concerned with their own fields. Only infrequently d o [such groups] co-ordinate inter-institutional research with other groups. The potential for Chinese studies has not yet been realized. We need not speak of the Chinese studies centres in Japan, in the United States, in France, in Russia. We need look only at the Institute of Sinological Studies in Leiden, Holland, a small country in Western Europe, or at the Institute of South-East Asian Studies in Singapore, a small nation in South-East Asia. Or it is sufficient to think about some of the research on China conducted earlier in our own Institute for Asian and Pacific Studies. In turn generations of our sinologists have scattered to the wind, and whether our posterity can inherit and strive to advance upon the standards of their elders is a question which can only be answered as the situation unfolds.63



At present, insufficient tools are available to develop critical and analytical China studies in Vietnam. The key problems are personnel, language, speciality training, access to the PRC, Hong Kong, Taiwan and overseas Chinese communities, and access to scholarly and other research materials. The Institute of Chinese Studies has only very limited personnel, and little prospect of significant growth. The other institutions with personnel conducting research on China are likewise limited. The China Department of the Foreign Ministry - which arguably has the best trained staff, the most access to China, Hong Kong and Taiwan, and the best access to materials -must focus on diplomatic, political and economic links and has little time or resources for the broader study of China which could 61. The work of David Marr, Gareth Porter, Carl Thayer and others confirms and discusses the pace of political reform in Vietnam. At the same time, there is considerably more discussion under way in Vietnam now than in the late 1970s or early 1980s. 62. The Vietnamese term used here ispho tien si, the Vietnamese academic equivalent (and translation) of the Soviet Candidate Doctor qualification. That Vietnam has no, or very few, senior professors authorized to train graduate students to the tien si, or Doctor of Science, degree in Chinese studies is implicit in this critique, and a further indication of the limitations facing Vietnamese sinology. 63. Nguyen Huy Quy, "Towards a Vietnamese sinology," pp. 7-8.



Re-emergence of China Studies in Vietnam better inform policy making. The China Research Division at the Institute for International Relations is talented but understaffed. And many of those who might be effective analysts of China are unavailable. Attracting and retaining qualified research staff is a related issue facing research institutes in Hanoi and other Vietnamese cities. Vietnam is rapidly becoming a market-oriented society with many opportunities for speakers of Chinese and applied social scientists, and institutes and universities have found it difficult to retain the brightest researchers and teachers. China studies centres cannot escape those pressures, or the pressures on researchers to supplement low state incomes through extensive consulting, teaching or other paid work, sometimes in "state" time. Increases in salaries and benefits (including research opportunities) for social scientists come only slowly. Language proficiency is in no better condition. Within each of the Vietnamese institutions conducting research on China, including the NCSSH Institute of Chinese Studies and the Foreign Ministry, Chinese language skills are generally high among senior personnel and progressively lower among more junior r e ~ e a r c h e r s When . ~ ~ the Director of the Institute of Chinese Studies writes that "for many years the teaching of Chinese in the [Hanoi] Foreign Languages College has stagnated," he may even understate the problem. And in recent years, as contact with and access to the PRC, Hong Kong and Taiwan has expanded, there has been little concomitant expansion in Chinese language study opportunities for young Vietnamese specialists in Chinese affairs. Speciality training also remains extremely limited. The Director of the Institute of Chinese Studies offers a special plea for the strengthening of speciality and language training: We must have a group of younger students who are university graduates in relevant disciplines and who can be trained more deeply at home and abroad. The Ministry of Education and Training along with the National Centre for the Social Sciences and Humanities must give priority to fellowships for graduate and in-service students so young China studies cadres can go abroad. We must speed up and strengthen the quality of training in related institutions, such as the Chinese Department at the Foreign Languages College and the Asian studies section at the National University, and so on .. . and encourage undergraduate, graduate and doctoral theses on Chinese studies topics. We must create favourable conditions for translating, editing and publishing research materials on China.65



64. This striking pattern is replicated in each Vietnamese institution charged with policy or scholarly research on Vietnam, and is repeatedly raised by Vietnamese China specialists. 65. Nguyen Huy Quy, "Towards a Vietnamese sinology," p. 9. Some Chinese articles, works of Mao, Deng and others, and some foreign articles have been translated into Vietnamese. Very few Western studies of China have been translated. One early exception is Edward Rice, Mao's Way (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974 revised edition), translated as Con Duong cua Mao and published as internally circulated reference materials by the Theoretical Information Press in the mid to late 1970s. A recent translation of key Chinese Party documents is Nguyen Huy Quy (trans.), Giang Trach Dan [Jiang Zemin], Ly Bang [Li Peng], Chu Nghia Xa Hoi Mang Mau Sac Trung Quoc (Socialism with Chinese Characteristics) (Hanoi: Truth Publishing House, 1992).
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The China Quarterly Direct access to the PRC, Hong Kong, Taiwan and overseas Chinese communities for training and research remains a special problem. Bilateral agreements provide for only a severely limited number of Vietnamese students to be sent to study in China, and access to Hong Kong and Taiwan is almost entirely limited to technical training largely unrelated to sinology or the understanding of Hong Kong and Taiwanese social, political, cultural, economic or foreign affairs.66 Access to Chinese, Hong Kong, Taiwanese and other materials in Vietnam remains seriously limited. The Institute of Chinese Studies receives only a small number of publications and has few books.67 A review of recent Vietnamese writing on China indicates that only a few Chinese research sources are readily available.68 Finally, the role that research and analysis of China will play within Vietnam - especially from outside the Party and government groups responsible for Party and state relations on a daily basis - remains unclear. The road after depoliticization - and particularly the influence and utility policy research can have in informing and shaping Vietnamese policy toward China - remains unclear. Although the China studies and research community in Vietnam is small and many of the Party, government and academic participants know each other well, the more academic of the institutions (such as the Institute of Chinese Studies) face an uphill struggle to become a significant participant in the research and analysis process which can directly affect policy. This delinkage of social science research and analysis from policy making in Vietnam extends far beyond the China case, and the personal linkages between the members of the small China policy and research community in Hanoi may in fact help to ameliorate the gap. For each of these reasons the China studies community in Vietnam will face continuing challenges as it attempts to develop both scholarly and policy research capacities in the years ahead. 66. As indicated above, Vietnamese specialists in Chinese studies from key institutions are expected to conduct research or study advanced Chinese in China in 1995 and 1996 with assistance from the Ford Foundation. 67. The national social science library based in the Institute for Social Science Information (Vien Thong Tin Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi) in Hanoi receives The China Quarterly and keeps recent issues on open access shelves (at summer 1994). The National Library receives The China Quarterly and Asian Survey and keeps recent issues on serials open access shelves. In both institutions earlier issues of journals are available to library users. 68. A review of some of the sources utilized in two volumes of essays published on China by the Institute of Chinese Studies and its predecessor group in 1992 and 1993 indicates the use of Renmin ribao, Guangming ribao, Jiefangjun bao, Hongqi and Qiushi, volumes of articles by Deng Xiaoping published by the Renmin chubanshe in Beijing, articles by Jiang Zemin published by the Qiushi chubanshe, publicly-issued Central Committee communiques and other documents, volumes on military affairs issued by the Zhongguo junshi kexue chubanshe, volumes published by the Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe, Beijing jingji caizheng xueyuan chubanshe, Guangdong wenhua chubanshe, and the journals Shijie jingji, Shijie jingji wenti, Guoji maoyi, Guoji maoyi wenti, Guangdong duiwai maoyi jingji, Jihua yu fazhan, Yazhou Taipingdongjingii, Guoji maoyi luntan, Nongcun jingji shehui, Zhongguo nongcun jingji, Fujian zazhi, and others. There are a few references to the Far Eastern Economic Review, The Economist, Far Eastern Affairs, Le Monde, Current History and some other foreign serials, but they are scattered and are not enough to indicate regular research coverage or availability. There are no references in either volume to The China Quarterly, The Australian Journal of Chinese Affairs, Asian Survey or other such foreign journals.
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